Attorney Big Al Warns of Increasing Vehicle Accidents in Florida This December

Winter is consistently the most dangerous time of year for vehicle accidents in Florida, and as this month is on track to be another dangerous one. Attorney Big Al advises caution for everyone in South Florida this season, and encourages residents to take a defensive driving course.

Hollywood, FL (PRWEB) December 15, 2015 -- According to data from the Federal Highway Administration, there are 5,760,000 car crashes every year, and approximately 22% of these accidents are weather related. That’s 1,259,000 cars that crash as a result of the weather, and winter is the most dangerous season of the year, even in Florida.

The Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles reports on traffic accidents across the state, and their data show that December has ranked as the most dangerous month for vehicle accidents in the state since 2013. Additionally, December has been in the top three most dangerous months of the year since 2011, marking the holiday season as an increasingly dangerous time to drive in Florida.

While many people believe that a Florida winter poses no threat to them, increasing darkness, changing weather conditions, and colder weather make even Florida a dangerous place to drive in the winter, even without any snow. Attorney Big Al, an expert in crash accident litigation, urges caution for drivers this time of year to avoid a potentially fatal accident. His years of experience in car crash litigation has given him cause to worry about Florida, and he recommends increasing caution this December as crash statistics for the month continue to rise.

A good way to reduce your risk of an accident this winter is to increase your defensive driving skills by attending a course at a local driving school. Driver improvement courses can be a great way to hone your driving ability and reduce your risk of an accident, and they may also reduce your insurance rates.

Big Al recommends finding an accredited driving course that can help you hone your driving skills, keep up your defenses, and prevent accidents on the road this winter season. Some good options in Hollywood, FL include Cantor’s Driving School and A Eagle Driving School. The 1-800-HURT firm urges caution and encourages you to take care this December to help keep the month’s rising accident rate low.

About Attorney Big Al:

Since 1999, Attorney Big Al has been devoted exclusively to representing victims of negligence injured in automobile accidents, work related injuries, nursing home abuse, medical malpractice, wrongful death, and more. His experience and skill in these fields has lead the Attorney Big Al firm to be one of the best-known personal injury firms in America today.
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